
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Week 3 
 

References mentioned in Week 3: 

Being vs Doing Modes of the Mind: https://www.mindful.org/difference-between-being-and-doing/ 

A brief look at Destination Addiction: https://www.psychologytoday.com/gb/blog/in-

excess/201607/the-search-happiness 

Explaining the Default Mode Network: https://mpfi.org/how-does-mindfulness-change-the-brain-a-

neurobiologists-perspective-on-mindfulness-meditation/ 

Washing Up is Good For You (and other books, gifts & resources!): 

https://deptstoreforthemind.com/ 

Micro Zen: Self-Care Question 

Give yourself permission to pause for a moment to ponder this question – what one small thing 

could I do to look after myself right now? This might be switching off social media, asking your body 

which part could do with a stretch or maybe grabbing yourself a much-needed drink. Be playful and 

just see what one micro moment of zen can do. 

 

Micro Zen: Feet, Fanny, Face 

My favourite micro-zen! As you’re walking along today – ideally on a regular walk like the walk to 

work or to school – you try to sloooow down your pace and whilst you walk, bring your awareness to 

your face – feel the wind, sunshine, the rain. Then rest your awareness in your general fanny region 

and feel the muscles move in your hips and bum as you move forwards. And then finally move your 

awareness to your feet – sense the connection with the ground and the feeling of your feet in your 

shoes. That’s it – simple. Just always remember ladies – feet, fanny, face!  
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10 of zen: Mindful Movement 

Introduction: So in this session we actually get to move and do something! This makes it a really 

great bridge between the ‘doing mode’ and what’s often called the ‘being mode’. It’s a great go-to if 

we know we’re feeling busy and that sitting still might be tricky. Clearly this is very different to going 

to body pump - it’s more like yoga in ultra slow-motion with a one very key instruction – we are 

stretching without striving. How often do we stop to move our bodies with slow and conscious 

awareness (ummm… never!).   So we’re going to switch things up, slow things down and let striving 

take a back seat for a while. 

● You can do this meditation sitting down so find yourself a really comfortable sit spot. And if you 

have any aches or pains, please be cautious – trust your gut about what’s in your comfort zone 

today. Remember that what we’re going for in this session is a ‘stretching without striving’ 

mentality so try not to push yourself – as soon as you feel a stretch see if you can just settle there 

without trying to push yourself any further – and if that’s hard for you – just notice. 

● We’re going to start with three deep purposeful breaths – really trying to exhale for longer than 

you inhale – in your own time or together with me – that’s great. 

● Closing your eyes now if you haven’t already or if you’d prefer you can keep your eyes open and 

just soften your gaze onto a single spot in front of you. 

● So let’s pause for a couple of moments just to settle into this position and let your breath find its 

own natural rhythm once again. 

● We’re going to work through three movements really slowly. First of all I’d like you to rest your 

awareness in your head now – when you’re ready you can join me in really slowly lowering your 

right ear down towards your right shoulder. As soon as you feel any stretch just pause and hold 

for one decent breath. Bring your head back up to centre and pause here. And then really slowly 

when you’re ready lowering your left ear down towards your left shoulder, and as you feel the 

stretch just pause – don’t push – see if you can just notice what the gentle stretching sensation 

feels like in your neck. And then slowly bring your head to centre again. And now I’d like you to 

do that again – slowly and in your own time - pausing to sense into the stretch – resisting the urge 

to push. Great. Now just tune into the after-effects of that stretch for a moment if you can.   

● Now we’re going to play with rolling the shoulders really slowly – first raising the shoulders 

upwards towards the ears as far as they will go – then backwards bringing the shoulder blades 

together – then letting them drop down completely - then squeezing the shoulders together in 

front of the body and back to a neutral position. As you do that again in your own time – roll 

through the movement as smoothly and mindfully as you can – really feeling the shoulder socket 

rotate -letting the breath guide your speed but keeping it slow. Great. And switching directions 

now if you haven’t already. Awesome. Now once again let’s just see if we can tune into the after-

effects of that stretch for a moment. 

● And now for stretch number three, we’re going to really slowly open our eyes. I’d like you to bring 

your hands up so you can see them as have a good and curious look at what you can see – noticing 

the lines, the colours in these hard-working hands that probably rarely get a look in! You can slowly 

move and flex and move your fingers and your wrists around a little too if that feels nice.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
● Now slowly bringing your hands back down to a resting position, we’re going to move our arms 

one at a time out to the sides – starting with the right arm first. So slowly and mindfully I’d like 

you to stretch out your arm and your hand – following the hand with your eyes as it moves – 

slowly scooping up the arm and stretching your hand up towards the sky as if you were picking 

fruit from a tree – bringing your full awareness to the sensations throughout the body as you look 

up beyond the fingers. Then slowly let go of this stretch and move onto the left hand side. So 

we’re doing exactly the same slow movement again – pausing at the top to stretch towards the 

sky – noticing the sensations in our bodies and then moving our hand slowly down again now.  

Now you can go through the movements one more time but before you start – it can be also be 

quite nice to move both arms at the same time – observing our hands as they come together at 

top and slowly bringing them down again. OK over to you now – just go with whatever feels right. 

That’s great.  

● So to finish we’re just going to just sit still for a few moments – if you’d like to layer on some love 

stuff you can play around with a smile. Perhaps imagining a smile or someone smiling at you or if 

you’re feeling brave – you can raise the sides of your mouth into a half gentle smile and see if you 

can let that smile travel all the way up to your eyes.  Just letting ourselves sit here, giving ourselves 

permission to just be still for a few moments.  

● Slowly and gently come back into the room – in your own time – wriggle your fingers and your 

toes - slowly open your eyes when you’re ready. 


